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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two types of workloads are efficiently consolidated when
virtualized? (Choose two.)
A. Workloads that are NOT CPU bound; most of their time is
spent waiting for external events such as user interaction.
B. Workloads that do NOT require user input and are constantly
processing large amounts of batched data.
C. Workloads that do NOT require access to specific physical
resources such as a hardware dongle or graphics card.
D. Workloads that will consume all available assigned
resources.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
Workloads that are constantly using resources would prevent
other VMs from accessing them, causing performance issues.

Instead, if they use little and spend time waiting then
resources are available for other VMs. Access to physical
resources would prevent major virtualization benefits like HA
etc.

NEW QUESTION: 2
According to the matching principle
A. a firm's operating performance is measured properly when
revenues and expenses related to one another in a given time
period are taken into account.
B. a firm should match the value of its assets and liabilities
on the balance sheet.
C. a firm should match its depreciation accounting for tax and
reporting purposes.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The matching principle states that a firm must match its
expenses to revenues earned in a given period. If an expense is
incurred but there is no related revenue, the expense must be
deferred to a later period when revenue is recognized.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
A company has a Mobility Master (MM)-based solution with a
guest WLAN. During the captive portal redirection, users who
access a non-HTTPS Website see the error shown in the exhibit.
How can a network administrator prevent this error?
A. Reconfigure the guest WLAN to use EAP methods that rely on
passwords rather than certificates.
B. Enable automatic CPSec certificate deployment.
C. Replace the default server certificate for mobility
controllers with a certificate signed by a trusted CA.
D. Replace the default Mobility Master certificate with a
certificate that has the correct hostname.
Answer: C
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